
 

“‘They act like they don’t care, but I see 

them looking.” -Jim Newman, TWC News 

Director  

 

 

News Director Steps Up Reporters’ Social Media Game With a Fun Newsroom Game 

Behind the Scenes:  Behind the scenes of Time-Warner Cable’s Station in Charlotte, North Carolina (DMA 25), News 

Director Jim Newman is keeping track of every tweet made by each of his reporters.  Not because he’s micromanaging 

them, but because he’s motivating them!  And, he has resources through SocialNewsDesk that make it easy to see what 

newsroom staff is doing on Social Media without the time-consuming job of clicking on every single one of their accounts. 

It’s no secret they’re being watched. In fact, he’s making sure they know using a prominent display on newsroom monitors 

showcasing the “Tweet of the Week” and a “Leader board” of Reporters with the most Retweets.                                                                                       

                                                                                    

 

 

The Twitter Challenge: Newman started a challenge that 

plays on a TV news reporter’s most distinguishing 

characteristic – their competitive nature. By using easy-to-

understand analytics inside SocialNewsDesk, Newman 

exports the data he needs to figure out how often reporters 

are tweeting, who’s getting the most Retweets, and (based on performance), he figures out the Tweet of the Week.  

 

The Purpose: Newman designed this contest to help build the followings of his reporters. Each day, the reporters are 

required to tweet about their local stories and local interests. Using the analytics provided in the SND SocialNewsReport & 

Post Manager, Newman exports all Tweets at the end of week and can then easily determine who had the most Retweets. 

His staff can then see the “Tweet of the Week” displayed on its own special monitor in the newsroom.  According to 

Newman – it’s working. He says, ‘They act like they don’t care, but I see them looking.’ In total, Newman displays three 

monitors in his newsroom that are chock full of social media stats and information.  

The Prize:  Newman is serious about this contest.  His reporters are in the running for Gift Cards. He says they respond well 

to restaurant gift cards, but that it’s really their competitive nature that keeps them motivated.  

The Takeaways: In making Social Media a priority, Newman says they’re learning what works. He shared the example of 

a reporter who took a ‘selfie’ with a giraffe while she was covering a local story.  It received a ton of engagement and 

Retweets and is just the type of story that made her fellow reporters take note as something they could do in the future.  


